
Characters D6 / Anakin Skywalker (as of the Phantom Menace)

Name: Anakin Skywalker

Homeworld: Tatooine

Born: 41 BBY, Tatooine

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Hair color: Light Blond

Eye color: Blue

Skin color: Light

Move: 7 (due to youth)

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Dodge: 4D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D

        Bargain: 5D

        Con: 4D

        Hide: 4D+1

        Investigation: 4D

        Persuasion: 5D

        Search: 4D

        Sneak: 5D

KNOWLEDGE: 2D

        Languages: 3D+1

        Cultures: 3D+1

        Planetary Systems: 3D

        Streetwise: 3D+2

        Survival: 3D+2

        Willpower: 4D

STRENGTH: 2D

        Brawling: 3D+1

        Climbing/Jumping: 3D+2

        Lifting: 2D+1

        Stamina: 3D+1

MECHANICAL: 4D

        Repulsorlift Operation: 5D+2

TECHNICAL: 3D

        Computer Programming/Repair: 3D+2

        Droid Programming/Repair: 4D

SPECIAL ABILITIES

Force Skills:



        Control: 1D

        Sense: 1D

        Alter: 1D

        Force Powers: Concentration, Enhance Attribute, Resist Stun, Danger Sense, Magnify Senses,

Sense Force

EQUIPMENT

         Anakin Skywalkers Pod Racer, C-3PO Protocol Droid, Tool Kit, Worn Clothes

FORCE SENSITIVE: Y

FORCE POINTS: 3

DARK SIDE POINTS: 0

CHARACTER POINTS: 5

Description: Believed to have been conceived by the midi-chlorians, Anakin Skywalker was born to the

slave Shmi Skywalker. Although Skywalker was born on the desert planet of Tatooine, a holographic log

stated that Shmi and he moved to the planet when Skywalker was at a very young age. Regardless,

Tatooine was Skywalker's homeworld. Skywalker and his mother were originally owned by Gardulla the

Hutt until she lost them to the Toydarian Watto in a podracing bet when Skywalker was around age 3.

Affectionately nicknamed "Ani," he worked in his master's shop, located in Mos Espa.

Even at a young age, Skywalker exhibited exceptional piloting skills, and built the protocol droid C-3PO,

specially modified to withstand Tatooine's sand and heat for his mother. Once, while he was working in

Watto's scrapyard, he found a broken servomotor he thought he could repair and use on the droid he

was building and asked his master for it. With a glance, Watto saw that it was worthless and grunted that

he could, but as Skywalker walked away, Watto told him nothing was free and had him work harder the

next day.

Skywalker got the photoreceptors for the droid at a market in Mos Espa. Though a Gran wanted them too

and chased him through the market, Skywalker escaped by destroying an Ithorian's stall and blocking the

Gran's pursuit. Before he had even turned nine, Skywalker's work had ensured 3PO was operational. He

was close friends with fellow slaves Kitster Banai and Wald, as well as the elderly Jira. He also built his

own podracer, which would eventually help him win a podracing contest.

Over the course of his life on Tatooine, Skywalker never saw it rain. At some point, Watto told Anakin to

go and throw away some scrap. When looking at it, Anakin found an ultra power cell, just what he

needed for his pod. Suddenly, a swoop gang with a Devaronian member attacked the streets and shot

the generator for the medical center. When Anakin examined it to see if he could repair the generator he

saw that it needed a power cell. So, he took his power cell and saved the medical center. A week later,

Anakin participated in a pod race with Sebulba who made him lose by cheating. Anakin stated that if he

would have used the power cell on his own pod, he would have won but it was more important for the

medical center to receive it.

Found by the Jedi



One day, at the age of 9, Watto shouted for him to come inside the junk shop, to find a tall man, a young

woman, a Gungan, and an astromech droid, conversing with Watto. Skywalker had first seen the young

woman, PadmÃ© Naberrie, when he looked up from his work, mistaking her for an angel, a species he

had overheard spacers talk about, from the moons of Iego. Unknown to Skywalker, Naberrie was in fact

PadmÃ© Amidala, the Monarch of Naboo, who had switched places with one of her Royal Handmaidens,

to visit Tatooine.

At Watto's instructions, Skywalker manned the shop while Watto took the man, Qui-Gon Jinn, into the

junkyard. Skywalker was fascinated by the beauty of PadmÃ©, so much that he asked her if she was an

angel. Shortly after Watto and Jinn returned to the shop, Jinn informed his companions that they were

leaving.

Fortunately for Skywalker, Watto allowed him to leave after he cleaned up the mess that Jar Jar Binks

had made. As he headed home, Skywalker came across Binks, who was being attacked by Sebulba after

the clumsy Gungan had disrupted the racer's meal. Breaking up the fight, Skywalker greeted Naberrie

and the rest of her group when they arrived to see what was happening, and he convinced the group to

follow him to Jira's fruit stand nearby. As he gave one of the pallies to Jinn, the boy was astonished to

see a lightsaber on the man's waist when his poncho opened. When Jira warned the group that a

sandstorm was coming, Skywalker insisted that the unprepared group come with him to his home.

When they reached his house, he introduced the group to his mother and explained about the sandstorm

before pulling Naberrie into his room to show her his project. Naberrie was genuinely impressed by

Skywalker's work on C-3PO, prompting him to turn the droid on, and he also told her about the podracer

he was constructing. The group stayed at the Skywalkers' as the sandstorm continued to rage, and

during a meal, he began to explain life as a slave, though a brief argument between Naberrie and Shmi

about slavery led Anakin to the subject of podracing. Mustering his courage, Skywalker asked Jinn about

his lightsaber, and he refused to believe the Jedi's statement that he was not there to free the slaves. As

the conversation turned to the group's damaged Naboo Royal Starship, Skywalker volunteered to race in

the Boonta Eve Classic podrace so that Jinn could get the prize money. When his mother objected,

Anakin reminded Shmi of her belief that people needed to help one another, convincing her to allow

Anakin to race for Jinn.

The next morning, Jinn and the others accompanied Skywalker to Watto's shop, and the boy began to tell

Watto about Jinn's proposal when Naberrie stopped Jinn outside for a brief conversation. When Watto

asked how Jinn intended to sponsor the boy, Jinn proposed that that his ship would cover the entry fee.

Watto initially suggested they split the winnings fifty-fifty, when Jinn proposed that Watto front the cash

for the entry, and keep all of the winnings minus the cost of a new hyperdrive. Watto accepted the deal,

and Skywalker was dismissed immediately with instructions to check out Jinn's podracer. As Skywalker

worked, his friends Banai and Wald among them, arrived, but Wald and the others were skeptical of

Skywalker's chances and left to go play elsewhere, except for Banai. Despite Skywalker's warnings,

Binks became caught between the podracer's energy binders, causing his face to go numb. Anakin used

a power pack that Jinn had lifted from Watto's shop to start the podracer, and the group was heartened to

witness the engines activating and running perfectly.



That afternoon, Skywalker sustained a cut on his arm, though he did not notice it until later that night

when Jinn tended to it and took a sample of his blood. Before Skywalker could get Jinn to tell him what

he was doing with his blood, his mother called him inside their house for bedtime. He then sent this blood

sample to Kenobi, who found that the young boy had even more midi-chlorians than esteemed Jedi

Grandmaster Yoda.

Racing to freedom

With two eopies, Naberrie, Banai, Shmi, Anakin, R2-D2, and C-3PO hauled the podracer to the arena

hangars, where Jinn had gone to meet with Watto. The Toydarian angrily left the hangar just as they

arrived, confusing Skywalker with a comment about Jinn and betting, but Banai unintentionally revealed

to Naberrie and the others that Skywalker had never actually finished a race, causing Naberrie to lose

hope in the boy's chances.

A little while later, the racers and their pods entered the arena and lined up for the race, and Shmi

stopped her son to ask him to be safe before he headed out to his racer. Not even Sebulba's threats

rattled Skywalker as Jinn helped him into the podracer cockpit. But to Skywalker's dismay, when the

starting light turned green, the pod's engines stalled immediately thanks to Sebulba's sabotage, leaving

him stuck at the starting line with only Ben Quadinaros and his stalled racer as the rest of the competitors

flew off. Realizing that he had left out one step to start the pod, he rapidly flipped switches and adjusted

settings to reset the engines and succeeded in starting the engines, flying out of the arena and chasing

after the others.

i

He soon caught up to the other racers, passing two before they even noticed him, and he prepared to

pass the Troiken Gasgano as they approached Arch Canyon. Gasgano blocked his first few attempts, but

Skywalker overtook him as they dropped over a short mesa and proceeded to slip into Arch Canyon

quickly and without any trouble. Teemto Pagalies tried to push him into the rock, but Skywalker was able

to pass him with a twist. Sebulba tossed a piece of debris behind him and into Mars Guo's left engine

intake, clogging the motors inside. The engine intake stopped working before the entire engine

combusted. With Guo crashing into the desert sands, Skywalker was free to move ahead, going neck

and neck with Sebulba as they passed the grid line into the third lap.

Going into the third lap, Sebulba still held the lead, as narrow as it was. With Skywalker close behind,

and now out of surprise tricks, Sebulba resorted to sheer brutality in order to either keep Skywalker

behind him or batter the boy enough to destroy his pod. Approaching the Laguna Caves, a part of the

course where Tyerell had crashed earlier, Sebulba rammed Skywalker off course, forcing him onto a

steep service ramp. Boosting, Skywalker sped up the ramp at an exhilarating speed, propelling himself

into the sky. The boy was quick to act and adjusted his pod accordingly, leveling his podracer's nosedive

as he headed back for the ground. Not only did he save himself from an explosive wreck, but his jump off

of the ramp put him directly in front of a surprised Sebulba. Skywalker continued to hold the lead until

they ran into a series of archways. Suddenly Skywalker's left engine bucked and began to give off a

stream of dense smoke. Sebulba's earlier sabotage was beginning to take effect as Skywalker pushed

his pod to its limit. Skywalker managed to resolve his engine difficulties and quickly regained his ground,

passing up several other podracers before gaining a tail on Gasgano. Although Skywalker had had

issues with passing the Xexto earlier in the race, this time he swerved past Gasgano with little effort and



eventually flew parallel with Sebulba as they headed for the final stretch of the course.

As they approached the arena, Sebulba blocked every attempt of Skywalker's to pass, and he finally

swerved his larger racer into Skywalker's in anger at the boy's repeated attemptsâ€”only for the two

racers' steering rods to be caught together. When Skywalker's rod finally snapped completely, his

podracer began to shudder violently but broke free of Sebulba's racer, the engines of which shot forward

and went flying out of control, slamming into rock and sand and exploding. As Sebulba's pod skidded to a

halt, Skywalker shot toward the arena and across the finish line, winning the Boonta Eve Classic.

As Skywalker came to a halt, the crowd swarmed his racer. Jinn hoisted Skywalker onto his shoulders in

celebration. In the hangar, Skywalker met up with his family and friends. As Jinn approached, Anakin

became embarrassed at Naberrie and his mother's constant hugs and kisses, but Jinn soon departed

with Binks and Naberrie to take their parts back to the ship.

Farewell to home

Returning home with Jinn, Skywalker ecstatically showed his mother the credits, and his happiness only

increased when Jinn told him that he had been freed and Jinn wanted him to become a Jedi. Anakin was

so excited that it was several minutes before he realized that Shmi had not been freed as well, and he

was dismayed when Shmi insisted that Anakin go with Jinn to a better future without her. Packing his

stuff, Skywalker bid goodbye to C-3PO, but when it came time to leave, Anakin's resolve broke and he

ran back to his mother. He promised that he would return and free her. Despite their sorrow at parting,

Shmi convinced her son to go with the Jedi.

As they raced towards the starship that Naberrie and Jinn had come to Tatooine on, Skywalker was

suddenly ordered to drop to the ground and complied just as a dark-robed figure, Sith Lord Darth Maul,

shot overhead on a speeder. The man leaped at Jinn, drawing a red-bladed lightsaber and attacking the

Jedi as Jinn urged Skywalker to get aboard the ship and to take off. He rushed aboard, and Naberrie took

him to the cockpit to tell Jinn's apprentice, Obi-Wan Kenobi, what had happened. The pilot Ric OliÃ©

followed Kenobi's instructions to fly towards the fight, and Skywalker scrambled into a seat as Kenobi

raced to the landing ramp and helped Jinn escape from the dark warrior. Skywalker and Kenobi rushed to

help Jinn as the ship took off and left Tatooine. When they were convinced Qui-Gon was fine, the Jedi

master introduced Obi-Wan to Anakin, who was happy to meet another Jedi.

Before the Jedi Council

Later that night, aboard the ship, which Skywalker learned was the personal starship of the Queen of the

planet Naboo, Skywalker struggled to fall asleep in the central chamber, as the ship's temperature was

radically different to the constant heat of Tatooine that he was used to. As he huddled in silence,

Skywalker witnessed Naberrie enter the room and watch a recording of a plea for help from the Naboo

official Sio Bibble. She then noticed him and gave him her blanket, and the two discussed the Trade

Federation's invasion of Naboo and Naberrie's hopes that the Republic's Galactic Senate could resolve

the crisis. Skywalker gave her a japor ivory wood pendant that he had carved for her so that she would

remember him, and Naberrie comforted him as he became sad as he remembered his mother.

When they finally arrived at the Republic capital of Coruscant, Skywalker watched from the cockpit in



awe as they approached the city-planet, and the ship was greeted when it landed by Supreme Chancellor

Finis Valorum, Senator Palpatine of Naboo, and a contingent of Senate Guards. The Queen and her

handmaidensâ€”including Naberrieâ€”departed with Palpatine, though they brought Skywalker and Binks

along with them to Palpatine's office and left them outside while they discussed the situation.

Before he went to the Jedi Temple, Skywalker went to the Queen's chambers in search of Naberrie, but

the Queen promised to pass on his message when the handmaiden was absent. Unbeknownst to

Skywalker, however, the Queen was in fact PadmÃ©.

Harboring strong premonitions he had received on Tatooine, Qui-Gon Jinn believed Anakin Skywalker to

be the Chosen One of prophecy who, it was foretold, would bring "balance to the Force"; Jinn revealed

his belief and Anakin's corroborative midi-chlorian test results to members of the Jedi High Council

before bringing the boy before them for their consideration of the boy's aptitude for life as a Jedi. At the

Jedi Temple, Skywalker faced the twelve Jedi Masters on the Council. Mace Windu tested Skywalker's

abilities by asking him to determine what images were appearing on a testing screen that the Jedi was

holding but that the boy could not see. Skywalker named them all with perfect accuracy. However, when

Windu and Master Yoda questioned him about his feelings and his mother, Skywalker asked how that

was relevant. Yoda explained that fear was the starting point on the path to the dark side. The ancient

Jedi Master said he sensed a lot of fear in Skywalker.

As night fell, Skywalker, Kenobi, and Jinn were called before the Council. The Jedi Masters

acknowledged Skywalker's great power but refused to train him on account of his ageâ€”causing Jinn to

declare that he would take the boy on as his own apprentice. The Council would initially refuse this, as

Jinn already had his own apprentice, who was Kenobi but Jinn stated that he believed that Kenobi was

already ready to become a Jedi Knight. However, Windu declared that the matter would be dealt with

later, as the Naboo problem was more pressing. The Council permitted Skywalker to accompany Jinn,

and the three returned to the Queen's starship, where Skywalker questioned Jinn about midi-chlorians.

The Queen and her retinue departed not long afterward, leaving Coruscant and heading back to the

occupied Naboo in hopes of freeing the world from the Trade Federation.

First Battle of Naboo

As they came out of hyperspace and approached the Naboo system, Skywalker sat in the cockpit with

OliÃ© and learned about the ship's controls while Queen Amidala held a meeting with the Jedi and her

staff and announced her intentions to ally with the Gungans in order to drive the Trade Federation off

Naboo. The group landed in the swamps of Naboo and sent Binks to the Gungan capital city of Otoh

Gunga. When Binks finally returned, he explained that Otoh Gunga was empty, but he took the group to

the Gungan Sacred Place, where the Gungans had no doubt fled after the Trade Federation invaded.

When the group was brought before Boss Rugor Nass, the leader of the Gungans, Skywalker was

astonished to learn that Naberrie was, in fact, PadmÃ© Amidala, the Queen of Naboo and that she had

been posing as her double's handmaiden as a safety precaution. Skywalker, the Jedi, and Amidala's

handmaidens joined the Queen in dropping to their knees before Boss Nass in a plea for Gungan aid,

and Nass agreed to lend his army to the Queen's cause. In the hours that followed the meeting, Amidala

and the Jedi began strategizing with the Gungan generals, leaving Skywalker to wander over to the



Gungan sentries who were keeping watch for the returning Captain Panaka.

As everyone prepared for the coming battle, Skywalker spotted and approached the handmaiden who

had been acting as the Queen. Asking for her name, Skywalker told the girl, SabÃ©, that he was happy

to meet her and thanked her for keeping Naberrie safe. He was then called away by Jinn, but SabÃ©

was left touched nevertheless.

Anakin was a member of the group which, led by Amidala, grabbed the chance to recapture the Theed

Royal Palace. When the group entered the Theed hangar bay, Skywalker heeded Jinn's command for

him to stay hidden in the cockpit of one of the hangar's N-1 starfighters. When several droidekas

cornered the Naboo personnel in a firefight, Skywalker attempted to aid them with the N1's blaster

cannons, although he accidentally activated the ship to go into space in the process. Skywalker fought in

the Battle of Naboo in a vicious starfighter battle above the planet, coming to realize how much he loved

flying over the course of the battle. After accidentally joining the battle in orbit, Skywalker single-handedly

destroyed the orbiting Droid Control Ship from within the ship, thus rendering the Trade Federation's

ground forces inactive and saving the Gungan Grand Army from destruction. The following celebration,

however, was tainted with the death of Jinn, slain by Darth Maul.

However, during the Master's funeral, Obi-Wan told him that he would fulfill Qui-Gon's last wish and train

him to be a Jedi. The two did not leave the site of the funeral until the last embers of the fire had gone

out. The only others to remain as long as them were Amidala and her court. Later, Skywalker and his

fellow Jedi attended a parade, held by the Naboo and the Gungans, in Theed to celebrate their victory

and mark their newfound friendship. Afterward, Skywalker and the other Jedi left Naboo, marking the last

time Skywalker would see Amidala for a decade. 
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